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Three years ago, immediately after the 2018 Enduro GP, a quick exchange of words between Costante 
Bontempi (Motoclub Sebino President) and Luca Masneri (Mayor of Edolo) was enough: “When we will do 
that again?”, asked the Mayor, “Immediately!” replied Costante. That was a memorable World 
Championship, so much that was awarded “ Best race of the season” from the FMI, for the excellent 
organisation. 

Meanwhile global events have changed our time but, in spite of all the difficulties, today in Edolo (BS) took 
place the official presentation of the 2021 Enduro GP World Championship Italian stage, Gran premio 
d’Italia – Acerbis Citta di Edolo scheduled from June 25 to June 27. Beside Motoclub Sebino, Motoclub 
Edolo key figures (Luciano Mossini, Renato Tevini e Mauro Casalini) were present; Italian Champion Fabio 
Mossini ( 4 Titles and the World Record for the highest altitude achieved on a twin-cylinder motorcycle, 
5.977 mt.) was present as well as the Mayor, Comunità Montana and council members from Edolo, Sonico e 
Malonno. 

Costante Bontempi anticipated the introduction of the new Open category with the participation of some 
impressive riders, including Joseph Garcia, Brad Freeman, Giacomo Redondi, Davide Guarnieri, Mirko 
Spandre and many more. Fabio Mossini remembered his debut as a young champion with the Motoclub 
Sebino and he surprisingly announced his racing comeback. He will race Saturday 26 in his home race. 
Luciano Mossini, Fabio’s father and Motoclub Edolo leader, has pointed out how important this kind of 
event are: the World Championship brings shine on the Town and the surrounding communities. 

The mayor sponsors are indeed Consorzio Ponte di Legno – Tonale and Visit Brescia, we hope that hosting 
the World Championship will give a nice boost to touring promotion for the whole Valle Camonica and for 
the Provincia di Brescia as well. The Mayor at the end thanked Motoclub Edolo and Motoclub Sebino for the 
hard work and for the perfect organisation, under every aspect, especially the attention paid for the Safety. 

From other speeches emerged the common will of a restart and, as well ,emerged what really we all miss this 
last months: Human relationship, because what makes real emotions unforgettable, are people ; the very 
same people who support the desire of rebirth for the whole community. 
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